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Dear OTS Regulators:                      1-24-05
  
The Delaware Rural Housing Consortium is a collaborative made up of seven (7) nonprofit housing organizations 
working together to solve housing problems and address needs in central and southern Delaware.   
  
The seven organizations include:  Appoquinimink Development, Inc.; Better Homes of Seaford, Inc.; Delmarva 
Rural Ministries, Inc.; InrerFaith Mission of Sussex County, Inc.; Milford Housing Development Corporation; 
Millsboro Housing for Progress, Inc.; and NCALL Research, Inc. 
  
The Consortium is a "Best Practice" that started in 1997 to work to help bring more resources for decent, 
affordable housing to rural Delaware.  It developed a coordinated Three-Year Housing Development Plan 2001-
2003 that would serve 750 households with a variety of housing projects including apartments, homes, 
renovations, etc. serving low-income families and elderly.  New resources were brought to Delaware mostly in the 
form of foundation grants.  The plan was a resounding success with 1009 households served. 
  
The Consortium is following that achievement up with a new Three-Year Housing Development Plan 2004-2006 
which just completed its first year on schedule.  We are finding that foundation funding has diminished drastically 
since 9-11 and that in most cases we cannot be reconsidered for similar projects.  This plan is relying more 
heavily on banks, in the form of grants and investments, to operate the Consortium and help raise financing for 
and investment in our twelve coordinated housing projects. 
  
Frankly, Consortium member organizations are skeptical about any changes that may impact CRA activities of 
banks who must now use lending, investment, and service tests.  These tests have resulted in banks being 
responsive to the variety of needs of nonprofit housing corporations.  Substantial housing development or 
improvement requires bank involvement to fund operations with grants, lending to provide project financing, and 
investments in Low Income Housing Tax Credits and CDFI activity. 
  
With private Foundations giving far less and experiencing greater requests and with federal housing assistance 
reductions clearly on the horizon, the nonprofit housing sector cannot afford changes in something that has been 
working well at addressing local CRA needs.  We believe that reducing regulations will result in less available 
assistance to our sector.  The requirments for all forms of tests and the subsequent public rating by regulators 
work to hold banks more accountable in addressing community and minority needs.  There is absolutely no 
reason or evidence to believe that this accountability and resulting investment will continue if regulations are 
softened or removed.  CRA seems to be working well in Delaware and it does not make sense to experiment with 
something that could effect a whole sector and negatively impact hundreds and thousands of households in need 
of new or improved housing.  Decent, affordable housing is so important to the health, education, stabilization, 
employment, socialization, and wealth creation of lower income households that it cannot afford any loss of 
resources. 
  
Please maintain all CRA tests as they are currently implemented so this community investment that is working 
well in rural Delaware might continue so we can address the many challenges that lie ahead.  Also, please do not 
allow CRA credit for rural work that is not low-income or minority focused. 
  
Thank you for the opportunity to present this educational information from a collaborative of seven organizations. 
  
Sincerely,   
  
Joe L. Myer, Chair 
Delaware Rural Housing Consortium 
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